
SAW BLADE 
DIAMONDS

SABER TOOTH

SAW BLADE XLL

SAW BLADE

The SABER TOOTH diamond is used to remove all types of flooring material at  
various thicknesses or when removing multiple layers of material or stock. It will 
easily remove coatings, mastic, glue, thin-set or concrete material especially when 
a full aggregate finish is required. It will flatten curled joints or trip hazards.
Basically, the SABER TOOTH diamond has a tremendous rate of removal. It is very 
aggressive. The wide segments and wide spacing design between segments allows 
the material you are removing or grinding to be cleared out faster and more effi-
ciently than any of the other saw blade design. The SABER TOOTH diamond is used 
on jobs when conventional tooling simply does not work.

The SAW BLADE XLL diamond is designed to be used on aggressive concrete.  
Specifically, concrete that is soft and abrasive. The diamond will yield a longer life 
than the SABER TOOTH or SAW BLADE diamonds thereby minimizing tooling costs 
on softer floors while maintaining the diamonds’ performance; meaning that you 
will still attain great removal rates with a much longer tool life.

The SAW BLADE diamond was designed with the same intention and purpose as 
the SABER TOOTH diamond but allows debris to build up between the diamond 
segments creating a larger surface area to provide for a longer tool life while main-
taining the diamonds’ performance.
The SAW BLADE design will leave a smoother finish than the SABER TOOTH  
design.

SABER TOOTH XHF 
The SABER TOOTH XHF diamond is used to remove all types of flooring 
material at various thicknesses or when removing multiple layers of 
material, stock, thin-set, coatings or glue on extreme hard floors. The 
wide segments and spacing design allows the material you are removing 
or grinding to be cleared out faster and more efficiently than any of the 
other saw blade design. The SABER TOOTH XHF diamond is used on jobs 
when conventional tooling simply does not work. 
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1924 Silver Star Road
Orlando, Florida 32804
Sales@DynamicDiamondTooling.com
www.DynamicDiamondTooling.com

Ph: 407.298.7050
Fax: 407.298.7051

Toll Free: 877.338.5338 or 833.DDT.4.DDT
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